The Newsletter was elaborated on the basis of the radio programme
broadcasted on October 27, produced by the Foreign Policy
Association of Moldova together with Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung (FES).
The programme is broadcasted on the public channel Radio Moldova
and on the Radio Vocea Basarabiei. The Programme is part of the
FES and APE project “Foreign Policy Dialogues”
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EU – R. Moldova Forum in Berlin, October 22-23, 2012, Deputy Prime Ministers Valeriu Lazar and
Eugen Carpov; Oleg Efrim, Minister of Justice; Dorin Chirtoaca, Mayer of Chisinau about the reforming
efforts made by Chisinau.
Statements of support for the European path of the R. Moldova in Berlin: Stefan Fule; European
Commissioner, Dirk Schuebel, Head of the European Union Delegation in Moldova; Bogumil Luft, the
former ambassador of Poland in the R. Moldova.

EU – R. Moldova Forum in Berlin: Chisinau, on the right
track, but having important domestic reforms to deal with
Lina Grau: During the past week,
on October 22 and 23, in Berlin, took
place the second edition of the EU
– Republic of Moldova Forum, event
co-organized by the Foreign Policy
Association of Moldova, GermanMoldovan Forum, Institute for Eastern
Studies in Warsaw and the Moldo –
German Forum in Chisinau.
This edition of the Newsletter is
dedicated to the Berlin Forum. We
will present some of the speeches and
opinions of the participants to the
Berlin event.
One of the main conclusions of the
two working days is the fact that R.
Moldova is indeed a success story of
the Eastern Partnership, taking into
account the launched reforms, but also
the relation it has with the European
Union. Thus, this doesn’t mean that
the country hasn’t a series of problems
that must be overcome soon in order
for the citizens of the Republic of
Moldova to benefit of the European
integration course.
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Among the key problems which
must be overcome were mentioned:
corruption in a series of public life
sectors, inefficient justice, unfriendly
business climate, including foreign
investments, politicized reforms
depending on the internal agenda
of the political parties, but also the
deficient implementation of the
already adopted laws.
Many EU representatives stated that the
Europeans will continue to support R.
Moldova, but at the same time will insist on
obtaining visible progresses in these fields.

The Forum was attended by Vice
Prime Ministers Iurie Leanca, Eugen
Carpov and Valeriu Lazar, Oleg Efrim,
Minister of Justice, Igor Corman,
chairman of the Parliamentary Commission on Foreign Policy and European Integration, Dorin Chirtoaca,
Mayer of Chisinau, Mihail Formuzal,
Governor of UTA Gagauzia GagauzYeri(Gagauz territorial unit), as well as
civil society experts, diplomats, businessmen.

perts from Germany, Poland, Romania
and Ukraine.
The participants regarded as historical
the statement of Stefan Fule, Commissioner for Enlargement and European
Neighborhood Policy, who said that:
“the EU’s answer to the reforms undertaken by the Republic of Moldova has
to be an adequate one, which would
take into account the efforts made,
and namely give Republic of Moldova
the perspective of joining the EU.”

Also, the Forum was attended by a
number of officials, diplomats and ex-

Dirk Schuebel: The justice reform,
fight against corruption, depoliticize reforms should
be Chisinau’s priorities
Lina Grau: Dirk Schuebel, head of the
European Union Delegation to Moldova
underlined that it is for the first time
when such a high rank official publicly
speaks about a clear European perspective for the R. Moldova.
During his speech at the Forum, Dirk
Schuebel welcomed the steps undertaken in reforming the justice and home
affairs field, giving as a positive example
the reforms that have started in the last
couple of months within the Ministry of
Internal Affairs, especially with the traffic
police. Yet, the official underlined that
the changes must continue by clarifying
the status of the traffic police and the
carabinieri troops.

and the set up
of the National Anticorruption Center
and the National Council
for Integrity
are dragged
on because
of “political
reasons”. Another aspect
upon which
insists the
European
partners is the
prosecution
reform.

Another field that has to be taken into
account is the fight against corruption,
stated Dirk Schuebel, underlining in
this context that the political disputes
between the governing coalition parties
hinders quick progresses in this field,
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Valeriu Lazar:
R. Moldova has to pay now the cost of the reforms
delayed for 20 years
challenge to deal with this task – to
achieve in a very short time some
reforms of enormous magnitude, with
a structural, systemic impact.

Lina Grau: Valeriu Lazar, Deputy
Prime Minister, Minister of Economy,
underlined the fact that in the last
years R. Moldova tries to change
its development paradigm, from an
economy based on remittances from
abroad to one based on the internal
and external operations. The reforms
are not at all easy, especially in the
context of the economic crises that
hit the EU and which decreased
with more than 6% Moldovan
exports on the European market,
says Valeriu Lazar. The Minister of
Economy made also an appeal to the
responsible authorities not to give in
the temptation of exaggerating with
the fiscal pressures on the economic
agents, pressures which bias the R.
Moldova’s business environment.
Valeriu Lazar: I am a convinced
believer of strong approaches. For me
it is more important to have maybe
three to four years in a row a modest
increase of 3-4 percent, but to have
structural improvements, which would
allow us to actually get out the vicious
cycle of previous economic model. The
extent of these structural reforms should
instead set up the basis for the shift to
another model, another paradigm of
economic development.
Currently we are still prisoners of the
model which means “we export people
-import products and services” and on
this basis we have the illusion of budget
stability. Our task in the medium term
and our strategic vision is to achieve
structural reforms which would allow
us to create the base in order to change
this model. That would mean a more

The second challenge is that these
reforms are implemented in a quite
complicated and with geopolitical
implication foreign context.
Compared with other countries which
passed through similar periods,
as Romania or Bulgaria, we have a
geopolitical factor with which we
have to deal with intelligently.

friendly business environment, especially
in terms of attracting investments,
especially foreign direct investments;
expansion of the production of goods
and services; focusing on their export
and budgetary sustainability based on an
extended domestic fiscal basis and not
on remittances from abroad.
If we refer to the challenges, currently
we have some very big challenges. The
greatest challenge is that now we must
pay, in a very short period of time, the
costs of postponed reforms. However,
during 20 years of independence many
reforms have been postponed. And now,
during the last few years we have this
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The third big challenge is the fact that
R. Moldova cannot afford itself to
stay much between 0 and 1 percent
of economic increase. Even for the
developed countries this dynamic is
a challenge, but especially for the R.
Moldova which has a development
problem in the field of infrastructure,
salary offer, and other areas. We have
this ambition of finding economic
increase factors. We need economic
increase.
The fourth challenge that we have
can be met in countries with modest
administration capacity, when due to
the unfavorable economic context there
is the tendency on the part of the State
structures to increase the administrative
pressure on business, hopping that in
this way there will be more budgetary
funds. I also believe that we have to
find a solution in order to get out in
an intelligent manner from this vicious
circle. I don’t believe in the approach
that by administrative pressures we
will be able to expand our fiscal space –
usually it’s vice versa.
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from within the system, at least to be
supported from the inside. Unfortunately, not only we do not have the so
called agents of change in the judicial
system, but, vice versa, we face enormous resistance on the part of justice
representatives. We understand that
we have to ensure a change in behavior and attitude, to give a new understanding to the meaning of professionalism and professional ethics. Further,
we have to find those catalysts which
would provide these results in much
shorter periods of time than advanced
democracies have achieved before.

Oleg Efrim: Justice Reforms face
strong resistance from inside the
system
Lina Grau: Speaking before the participants during the EU - R. Moldova
Forum in Berlin, Oleg Efrim, Minister of
Justice, said that at the level of society
the judicial system is perceived as being practically entirely corrupt, and the
started justice reforms face a strong
resistance from inside the system.
However, the Ministry of Justice hopes
that it will be able to achieve changes
in behavior and attitudes of judges, so
that in justice more emphasis could be
made on professionalism and fairness,
and the citizen could have access to a
fair and equitable justice.

I hope that we will get a maximum
possible compromise in order to ensure the balance between the interest
of the citizen on the one hand and the
needs of the judiciary, on the other
hand, so that the latter can act effectively on behalf of the former.

Oleg Efrim: It is too early for firm
statements that we already have a functional justice and a qualitatively new
public service provided to citizens. We
don’t have them yet, but please believe
me that we have made considerable
steps in order for changes to happen.
In general, if to summarize everything
that happens in the judicial system,
these problems can be reduced to two.
It’s about how the magistrates understand to be responsible for the Act of
Justice that they implement and the
second problem is the conditions they
are working in.
Sure, I have to mention the actions of
accountability of judges that we assign
to the anti-corruption measures. It is
important to note that throughout the
history of the R. of Moldova we had
two magistrates who were sentenced
for criminal acts of corruption and this
happened until 1996. At the same time,
there is a perception in society that the
judicial system is practically entirely
corrupted.

We lifted the immunity of judges for
acts of corruption. Today, the anticorruption structures can prosecute
including a judge without requiring
prior agreements. This law came
into force on 31 august of the current year. Of course, this is not the
change for which I would be praised
by the body of magistrates; moreover, they have done their best to
appeal to the Constitutional Court.
We are waiting for the decision of
this High Court.
The Ministry of Justice, being a part of
the Executive, comes with measures
on reforming the judicial system up to
the limit of interference in the judiciary. We expected the change to come

At the moment, we are working on
an important anti-corruption package that is going to be presented to
the Government in early December.
Broadly, it refers to extensive confiscation of illicit acquired assets; use
integrity tests for actors in the justice
system; the use of polygraph applied
during the employment procedure
for criminal investigation officers,
prosecutors, judges; the tightening of
sanctions for acts of corruption and to
exclude the possibility that a person
who has been convicted for corruption
to get back neither in any other legal
profession nor in the public service.
Of course, these actions are not supported, but, on the contrary, are vehemently criticized from inside, but
except the fact that this will lead to
accountability I am sure this will also
determine the emerge of agents of
change within the legal professions.
Or, those honest people who work in
the system are already fed up of being associated with those corrupted
ones.
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Eugen Carpov: There is a direct link between the
European integration process and Transnistrian
conflict settlement
During the panel dedicated to how Transnistrian settlement and European integration influence each other, Eugen Carpov,
Deputy Prime Minister for Reintegration,
mentioned that these two processes are
interconnected.

evidently such issues could be overcome
and we could find solutions easier.
We see an opportunity to advance in the
negotiation process by discussing issues
from all three baskets. If we are discussing economic or social issues, if we are
discussing the humanitarian or legal problems it is absolutely obvious that without
a political platform we could easily get into
a deadlock. We can’t have solutions that
would be valid for all political settlement
situations. We have to see first the legal
framework needed for the political settlement and after that in this framework to
formulate solutions to technical problems.

Eugen Carpov: Sometimes emerges the
question, what should be promoted first?
To have first progress on European integration, so that the Republic of Moldova could
progress, to be more attractive, after which
the Transnistrian conflict will be easier. On
the other hand, another trend or conventional school of thought says that we might
yet focus on conflict resolution, because
reaching the final phase, when the Republic of Moldova will become a member of
the European Union, will not be possible
without the territory on the left bank of
Nistru River fully integrated as part of the
Republic of Moldova. And here often we
remember the example of Cyprus.
However, I believe that the truth is in the
middle and I think that both processes are
totally interconnected. Progress on European integration course would facilitate,
increase the attractiveness of the right bank
of the Nistru River for the left bank. On the
other hand, equally true is the fact that
development on the issue of reintegration
would facilitate certain elements that we
have on the European integration agenda.

without any concrete actions. In this case
the risks are high. Because next year,
when the Republic of Moldova will be in a
position to sign the Free Trade Agreement
with the EU, the facilities that today companies in the left bank area enjoy obviously will disappear. I refer to the facilities that
are now in force due to the Autonomous
Trade Preferences provided by the EU to
the Republic of Moldova.

Which are these elements? First are discussions that we have today with the European Union on the issue of the new free
trade agreement. Today, the Transnistrian
region practically does not participate in
the negotiations with the European Union
partners. Experts from the left bank area
were invited to participate along with us,
as part of the Moldovan delegation. But
the participation is sporadic, formal; one
person sometimes comes to negotiations

Another situation that a good dialogue
with Tiraspol could facilitate is our dialogue on the introduction of visa-free regime with the European Union. Today
on the agenda also appears the issue of
supervision by the Republic of Moldova of
the migration flows that pass through the
territory of Transnistria, as well as the control of identity documents and many other
aspects. If we move forward in the political
settlement of the Transnistrian conflict,
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Another difficulty would be the manner
in which Tiraspol sees the working format
that is conditioning certain processes. As an
example, the long discussed Gura Bacului
Bridge, namely opening the movement on
this bridge. Chisinau sees this bridge as an
element of alternative infrastructure for the
movement of population in neighboring
areas. While in Tiraspol the opening of the
bridge is linked with the opening of international section N14; with the possibility for
transport units’ to move having recognized
by the Moldovan authorities the registration numbers that exist today; with the release of the international transport permits
for these transport units. These are requirements which obviously present elements
with a certain degree of difficulty.
As well, we had discussions concerning the
banking sector. We welcome the willingness of banking units in the Transnistrian
region to enter into the legal activity circle.
But, it is obvious that in order to do so
these banking units must comply with
some rules and be aware of the fact that in
areas such as banking there could be just a
single authority – the national one – which
regulates the work of these units.
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Bogumil Luft: Authorities should
communicate more with the society
in order to convince it to support
the reforms
Lina Grau: Bogumil
Luft, the former Ambassador of Poland to Moldova, said that reforming the justice system,
as well as fight anticorruption goes hard
because “in Chisinau
the mafia circles are set
against”. The diplomat
urged Moldovan authorities to communicate
more with society, for
people to understand
that the reforms are in
their interest and not in
the interest of Brussels
officials so they should
support the authorities
in these reforms.
Bogumil Luft: The Moldovan Government makes a great effort, a credible
one, in the direction of reforms in several areas, including in the field of the
judiciary and the Ministry of Internal
Affairs. My respect becomes greater,
when I understand to what extent this
is a tough task, very tough. Especially in
these areas the reforms are very tough.
Why? It is trivial, because of the fact
that reforms are carried out against the
interests of the mafia and pathological
phenomena that exist in the society in
general. And in the center of the problems is the fight against corruption, in a
society where corruption has become a
way of life at many levels, at all levels.
From time to time, I have the impression
that a large part of the society does not
support the Government in this effort.

a great dialogue, a debate in society,
debate animated by civil society and
the media. It is also the responsibility of
those who are in Government; to unite
the whole society around the effort,
which should the most intense and most
quick when it comes to the implementation of the legislative framework of the
reforms.
And for that you need a good
collaboration within the ruling
coalition, within the political
class. From time to time it is
missing. The problem is that
the entire reform process is
going to be long – this is the
experience of countries which
have preceded this reform – for
example, my country, Poland,
and other countries that have
emerged from communism.
And this experience says that
this process of reform takes
time. This means a very important thing – the need for
consensus in the political class
and the need for an opposition
that will continue largely on
the direction of reforms.

The legal, legislative basis is quite easy.
The problem is with the implementation.
For this it needs the support of society.
Very important is the message that
reaches people through the media and
by all the others means that the Government has. Most of the society sees this
reform as an obligation which has been
imposed by the EU and very little is spoken about the fact that these reforms
are needed as such, in order to improve
things on the inside, not only to be well
seen by EU.

Poland had great luck - all political forces
and all Governments that were changed
have continued this reform. It seems that
there is a problem in Chisinau as regards
dialogue effort. In the Republic of Moldova should be created, should appear
an opposition able to continue reforms.
It is absolutely certain that this coalition
Government will not stay in power forever
and reforms cannot be achieved during a
single term in office of the Parliament or
even two terms.

The second problem, and probably the
deepest, is a certain lack of citizen identification with the State, the lack of respect towards the State, lack of unity of
the society around the most important
ideas, orientation of a country towards
a common vision. And here you need

I remain optimistic that this reform effort
very clearly pointing to democratic principles and to the best standards developed
in Europe in the last decades will continue.
This reform effort lasts already for three
years. And it seems to me that the society
sees that it is a process that must be and
will be continued.
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Dorin Chirtoacă: EU has to offer tangible benefits
to the R. Moldova citizens
Lina Grau: The EU – R. Moldova Forum in Berlin was attended by Dorin
Chirtoaca, Mayor of Chisinau, I asked
if, in his opinion, the coalition Government will be able to remove those issues
reported by European partners and will
be effective in eliminating corruption,
improving justice and business environment and in the implementation of adopted reformative legislation.
R. Moldova is neither the first nor the
last case of European integration in the
Eastern European region. There were
even more complicated cases with bigger countries; there were easier situations with the Baltic States, for example.
Some EU Member States have unsolved
problems; I mean problems related to
corruption, justice, good governance and
others. Republic of Moldova is not an
exception; it deals with these problems
too, just that some things could have
been avoided.
On the one hand the EU supports and
encourages us, this because in the
framework of the Eastern Partnership
no one can obtain better result. Ukraine
and Belarus have bigger problems, Azerbaijan and Armenia even more complicated, Georgia was in a better situation
than the R. Moldova, but the last evolutions turned the thing around. Currently,
R. Moldova remains the only one; this
is an opportunity, a lucky chance. This
explains the support we have.
Regarding the domestic affairs, although
we have adopted a series of Laws and
signed a number of commitments we
are far from the expected changes.
Moreover, this thing are tolerated, overlooked, accepted having in mind the idea
that once approaching Europe, the process of European integration the prob-

lems will be solve step by step. The risk
is for the irregularities taking place and
the arrears that we all feel in the justice
sector, fight against corruption, decentralization and others not to compromise
at some moment in time the integration
process.

the point of
being the success story of
the European
Union, when
ordinary citizens don’t feel
it?” It doesn’t
have an impact on their
life, pocket,
legal and social assistance,
and so on.
What are the
levers of the
Government
to transpose
this external success story on the life of
the people?

These will be the topics in subsequent
years. On the one hand, from the social
point of view, the Government hasn’t
too much to offer, for the prices and the
crisis push more and more on people.
On the other hand, we results in good
governance, but not to the extent that
we should have had. And we only have
the entire support of the European
Union, including, here in Berlin, it has
been said about the accession of the
R. Moldova to the EU. Without internal
reforms this will be on the edge of the
knife.

Dorin Chirtoaca: Okay, what means
“success story”? European officials
gathered with Moldovan officials, have
thought a few projects: “Rethink Moldova”, “More for More” and others,
have called it “R. Moldova success story”
and that is all. At the level of the ordinary citizen the situation is perceived
otherwise so far. He feels the high
prices, frozen wages, the same desire to
live better and, obviously, to go toward
Europe mostly. But the people still don’t
feel the advantages of this roadmap.
Therefore, it will be complicated to
convince the majority of society only
based on statements. Something more is
needed. Something more is needed and
the current Government has only 2 years
available.

Lina Grau: Speaking about these reforms, the perception in Chisinau, at
least during the last period of time I
have heard this often, is that “what’s

Lina Grau: I personally think that the
year 2014 is going to be the year of grace,
when next parliamentary elections will
take place. I think then it will be decided
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– or we continue with this European roadmap pro-European democratic parties win
the election, or the big revenge will come.
That’s because the reforms largely go hard
enough.
Dorin Chirtoaca: Elections will tell
whether we go forward, to Europe, or
backwords to the Eurasian area, where
we were in the Soviet period. What Europe can do for us, even though we were
prepared, as weren’t prepared for integration neither Romania nor Bulgaria in
2007, is to give Moldova free movement
and other facilities: association, free
trade, so that at least by free movement
people could feel they have taken a step
towards Europe. This would be a strong
argument for the Alliance in the next
parliamentary elections, to try to win
again. Without such things from the European Union will be quite complicated.
Lina Grau: People are tempted to
believe certain promises which are not

even formalized. There’s this Eurasian
Union which is just a promise and demagogues about how cheap the price of gas
will be, on the other hand, there is the
European Union – with clear rules, which
is functional, palpable, where we love to
travel. From where does this dilemma
come in Moldovan society, why we can’t
decide where to go? To me it seems a
simple choice.
Dorin Chirtoaca: In order to choose
must know, and we havn’t had the opportunity to know. For 200 years all
that could be worse happened with the
population of the area between Prut and
Nistru, including - the Soviet propaganda,
colonization, mass deportations, decimation of the population, current poverty…
All this have a word to say. To be able to
choose one of the two you should fully
understand what both offers mean.

These are the only things people can
compare: prolonged transition over the
last 20 years and poverty, respectively, in
the Soviet period the situation was apparently better from the social point of
view. I repeat, only apparently. Unfortunately, the term comparison – what does
Europe with 2000 years of development
and civilization – the great majority of
our population doesn’t have it yet and
from here comes the complicated situation in terms of choice.
Now very much depends on how things
will evolve at the political level. It case
there will be successes, accumulation of
more visible results and a few tangible
things for the ordinary citizen from the
part of the European Union, the chances
increase.

So far, the transition is more painful
than what we had in the Soviet period.

Foreign Policy Association of Moldova (APE) is a non-profit organisation engaged in supporting the process of the Republic of Moldova’s
integration in the European Union and to facilitate the process of settlement of the Transnistrian conflict in the context of the country
Europeanization. APE was established in the fall of 2003 by a group of prominent local experts, public personalities, former Government officials
and high-ranking diplomats, all of them reunited by the desire to contribute with their rich experience and expertise to the formulation and
promotion of a coherent, credible and effective Moldovan foreign policy.
Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung (FES) is a German social democratic foundation, which aims are to promote the principles and fundamentals of
democracy, peace, mutual understanding and international cooperation. FES is fulfilling its mandate in a spirit of social democracy, encouraging
public debate and finding in a transparent manner, social-democratic solutions to current and future problems of the society.
In Moldova, Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung started its work in 1994 through the regional Office in Kiev, and since October 2002 in Chisinau there is a
permanent functional Office of the Foundation.
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